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Overview
SecureFort is a new breed of security business. In
this fast changing digital world we take on the
challenges for implementing and maintaining a
robust security fabric in one, all embracing
package - a fully managed service.
We combine cutting edge technology and a deep
security expertise to provide Best-in-Class
strategies that enable digital business to scale
and prosper.
We’re year round and round the clock.
Partnering with leading Security Vendors like
Libra ESVA to offer end-to-end managed services.
We’re a Security Centre of Excellence, keeping
businesses safe and secure.

SECURITY CHALLENGE

•

•

•

•
•

Finding a vendor partner
that really understood
email and the cyber
security threat landscape
Offering an email security
managed service with
granular management of
customers and policies
Provide cutting edge
technology to meet our
customers compliance and
security requirements
Providing a multi-layered
approach to cyber security
Arming our SOC with
further cyber security
intelligence

THE CHALLENGE
Email is a business critical communication and
productivity tool and is widely adopted by many
businesses providing a convenient window for
cybercriminals to launch attacks on unwhitting
parties. Having sufficient controls in place are
paramount to ensuring that risk of a databreach is
as low as possible.
Any disruption to our customers can be linked in
some way to loss of profit, sales, customer
dissatisfaction and hinder productivity so we
needed a solution that could bridge these gaps
and ensure zero downtime in the event the email
server and infrastucture goes down.
We needed an email security solution that had a
mature security feature set and could compliment
Office 365 and Gsuite with an additional layer of
security and availability that enable us to offer a
more robust and resilient service.

THE SOLUTION
SecureFort are one of few providers
that really understand what true
managed security services should
look like.
Through the Libra ESVA email
security gateway we are able to offer
an arsenal of security features to
protect businesses from any threats
coming in via email.
We now have complete visibility of
our customers email traffic and an
easy, multi-tenanted way to manage
each of these organisations in a
completely tailored manner.

Libra ESVA Benefits:
•
•

•

•

Libra ESVA provides a comprehensive email
security suite to protect businesses of all sizes.
The solution offers complete protection
against spam, malware, phishing and other
unwanted content through a deep
understanding email and how cyber attacks
are carried out.
Using unique proprietary sandingboxing
technology, Libra ESVA protects users from
advanced threats such as encrypted PDF’s
with embedded links and javascript and
phishing campaigns redirecting users to
malcious or fake webpages.
Even if an email was to slip through Libra ESVA
our users are protected everytime the link is
accessed and any active code or malicious file
types are disarmed and blocked which helps
ensure preventative measures are always in
place.

Results:
✓ Complete protection against malware,
ransomware, malicious links and other
threats
✓ Security suite tailored for enterprise use
✓ Multi layered approach to email security
✓ Improved availability and business continuity
✓ Multi tenantented platform for managing our
customers as simple or as complex as they
need to be
✓ Complete visibility and tracking of email
✓ Increased threat intelligence
✓ Reduced attack surface of our customers
✓ GDPR Ready technology
✓ 1st class technical support from Libra ESVA
for our customers
Libra ESVA works with any mail server and is
independant of all other technology which allows
us to work with a customers existing setup,
however fragmented or complex.

“A succesfull Managed Service has to be
underpinned by best of breed, innovative,
products and services. This ensures Securefort
continue to provide the best possible service and
value to our clients.
We reviewed the market place for both innovation
and a company we could truly partner with. We
believe Libra ESVA lead the way with their product
offerings and we are proud to be partnering with
a company with the same “client first” core values
as ours. “
Gary D Duke
Director
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ABOUT LIBRAESVA
Libraesva is the Italian leading provider of advanced email security solutions founded as a spin-off from the structure of software development of
Libra. Libraesva makes email and data safer for millions of users across the globe. The email content gateway solution ESVA - Email Security Virtual
Appliance - has been recognized by the prestigious Virus Bulletin as one of the best and effective systems of protection and analysis of email content
and awarded ‘Best Antispam solution of the year’ at the 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017 UK Computing Security Awards, thanks to its ability to block spam
(99,98%) and to the very low false positive rate.
www.libraesva.com

